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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

SOUND - CHORUS OF HEAVENLY ANGELS

A man Babatunde (45) slowly hands his son Ade (24) what

looks to be a miniature wooden -

SOUND CUTS

ADE

Dad, what’s this?

BABATUNDE

(Heavy Nigerian accent)

Your birthday present.

ADE

A clock?

BABATUNDE

Ade, son, this is not just any

clock, it is a time-machine.

QUEUE - HEROIC MUSIC

BABATUNDE

From before the great civilizations

arrived our own, the Yoruba people

were great. We were many upon

Africa and our family were that of

kings and queens. That is why I

named you Ade - it means King. I

have used this machine many a time

- for many a purpose.

ADE

But dad, my guy, it’s just a clock.

I’ve just finished Uni. I know

times are a bit mad financially but

you couldn’t even slide man a

pinky?

MUSIC CUTS

BABATUNDE

My little finger?

ADE

No dad, £50.

BABATUNDE

Son, you just enjoy, we’ll talk

later. The special word
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is..."white". After that, make a

wish.

INT. ADE’S ROOM - DAY

Ade dashes wooden clock onto bed and reaches for his phone.

CLOSE UP of clock.

ADE

Bro, I beg we go out tonight?

FRIEND O.S

Go where?

ADE

To like a club or summit.

FRIEND O.S

Fam, I have coursework to submit

tonight. You’ve graduated yeah but

some of us are doing resits.

ADE

That’s what happens when you don’t

put the work in first time. What’s

the coursework on?

FRIEND O.S

Civil rights. I wrote an argument

on Rosa Parks. Though she wasn’t

the first person to do what she did

the political or social tension was

ripe for everything to kick off. I

need to elaborate on what happened

and I pass.

ADE

Them times were mad, I beg a white

man tell me to get up from my

chair. She must’a clocked it was

gonna be peak for him.

Wooden box glows. Ade is totally oblivious to this.

ADE (CONT’D)

I wish I was there in them times to

really speak my mind.

Wooden box ignites in blinding light - illuminating the

room. Ade spins around -

CUT TO:
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INT. BUS - MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA (1955)

Light gives way to a metal bus with leather seats flanked on

either side and clear alleyway down the middle. At the back

of the bus a ’coloured’ section with black men and women sat

down. Attire of black passengers loose and worn. Bus looks

like something out of 195-

ADE

You’re lying.

Ade takes a look around. Segregated bus. Blacks and whites

alike stare back awkwardly.

BLACK PASSENGER 1

Negro. Why you dressed funny? Sit

down.

Ade sits down in an empty chair. The bus driver cocks his

head back.

BUS DRIVER

Hey how did you get over there?

In front of driver is a gentle matured figure. Female (40).

She makes her way over to coloured section in search of a

seat.

ADE

Holy shit. You’re Rosa Parks.

ROSA

How did you know my name? And why

you dressed funny?

BLACK PASSENGER 1

That’s what I said.

Bus driver approaches coloured section. In his hand is what

looks like a money box.

BUS DRIVER

I’m going to have to ask you to

stand up. We have a white passenger

without a seat. You also haven’t

paid to get on the bus.

ADE

I can make history. Ey Rosa move

please.

Her pushes her to one side and stares at bus driver.
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ADE

No.

BUS DRIVER

I beg your pardon?

ADE

But, I will pay for the journey.

Ade pulls a blue plastic card from his pocket, touching it

besides the box.

ADE (CONT’D)

Oh snap, you man don’t have oyster

init.

BUS DRIVER

You talk funny and you’re dressed

funny.

BLACK PASSENGER 1

That’s what I said.

Black passenger pulls out a SAMSUNG GALAXY NOTE 8 and

directs it towards Ade.

BLACK PASSENGER 2

My man what the hell is that?

BLACK PASSENGER 1

Man some gave this to me last week.

African man. Popped outta thin air.

Said I’m gon’ need this to record

strange shit I see. Apparently 60

years from now some real shit gonna

go down. But this some shit right

here.

Ade squares shoulders and steps forward.

ADE

I can see what’s going on here.

This isn’t about a seat, it’s

mental ownership. As if getting a

car isn’t tough enough these guys

can’t even ride a bus in peace.

Black people in this era spend over

$3 billion for automobiles, but

America contains hardly any

franchised black automobile dealers

because your people make it

difficult to do so. Or for example

in New York there are over a
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million black people but there

aren’t 20 black-owned businesses

employing over ten people? People

like you have crippled African

Americans so much that they don’t

own or control their own

communities retail establishments

and can’t even stabilize their own

communities - or ride a bus with no

wahala. You’ve crippled them so

much you’ve created a mental image

that they must bend to your rule or

your command - even to stand in a

section created for them on a bus

for a person with no melanin in

their body?

Bus driver remains rooted in front of Ade.

Ade’s rant is met with "Amen" and "Preach nigger" by the

black passengers. A few lost looks however when he says

’wahala’.

BLACK PASSENGER 2

I ain’t understand a word this

nigger saying but he got that fire

in his belly.

Ade turns to white section.

ADE (CONT’D)

This woman has her groceries

occupying the seat beside her but

you didn’t ask her to remove her

bags. This man has eaten so much he

is occupying two seats, but you

won’t charge him double fair - but

you want to come over my way and

ask me to get up? Bye Felicia.

BUS DRIVER

I’m gon’ ask you one last time to

stand up, Nigger.

ADE

Fam are you mad!

Ade stands up and slaps hat off drivers head. Bus falls into

a pin-drop silence.

BLACK PASSENGER 1

(Nonplussed)

This nigga wants to get himself

killed.
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ADE

Call me that name one more time and

see how I won’t lock off the back

of your head bruv. You have no

right to insult me with that trim.

Quiff looking like a mop with hair

gel slapped on it. No shape up too.

BLACK PASSENGER 1

Someone pray for this man, because

he about to die.

An armed officer slowly walks onto bus in the midst of the

commotion. He approaches Ade, unlatching a pistol from his

belt. He holds the gun up and holds position.

BUS DRIVER

I’m not going to repeat myself boy,

you know what to do.

QUEUE - HEROIC MUSIC

Ade’s stance changes - almost Martin King-like.

ADE

(voice like MLK)

Do you know who I am? My name is

Ade. And I learnt today it means

king. There are people in America

who I could be blood related to and

will never know because of the evil

atrocities that took place over 400

years ago. But what holds us

together is a spirit of pride, love

and unity. So move your dead trim

out of my face because this seat,

is mine.

He pushes driver. Cop pulls trigger. LOUD BANG.

Ade screams.

Blinding light fills bus -

CUT TO:

INT. ADE’S ROOM - DAY

Ade still screaming - his dad enters room. Wooden box drops

from mid-air onto bed.
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BABATUNDE

Ah, I can see you are already using

it. I hear that the playboy mansion

in the 90s was quite a spectacle.

(Leaves room)

Ade feels where the bullet should have hit him, not a

scratch on his body.

INT. BUS - MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA (1955)

Black passengers look over at a white male hunched over on

his seat. Dead. His blood stained shirt marking his seat as

bullet (intended for Ade) pierced body. White passengers

erupt in a frenzy and scatter off bus.

BLACK PASSENGER 2

Another one gone in the

neighborhood. This white on white

violence has got to stop. Man I’m

hungry, you wanna get something to

eat?

BLACK PASSENGER 1

Thought you’d never ask.

CUT TO: BLACK


